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INSTALLATION GUIDEARTIFICIAL GRASS
ONTO LAWN.

INSTRUCTIONS

1.

2.

Dig 60- 80mm out off the lawn and 
level it. With any boggy patches, dig 
deeper until you get a firm base.

Lay 50-70mm of your top course. You want the top course height to be 10-15mm lower than the level you’re 
trying to achieve:

EQUIPMENT
• Tape Measure*
• Sharp craft knife*
• Hammer*
• Broom*
• Rake*
• Spade/Shovel
• Wheelbarrow
• Compacter*/roller (or something to compact the area you 

have)
• Straight edge (level or a wooden plank will do)
• Kiln Dried (Tennis) Sand* (10-15kg/m2)
• Weedmat staples or nails* (150mm, galvanised, flat head)
• Artificial grass joining tape* (if joining more than one piece)
• Top course*

*Required.

b. Level it with a rake and straight edge c. Compact ita. Pour out the top course
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INSTALLATION GUIDE

5. 6.

HINT:

ARTIFICIAL GRASS

To join two strips of grass 
together, butt the pieces together, 
fold back the join and lay joining 
tape (sticky side up) where the join 
will run.

Unpeel the joining tape and lay the two pieces of grass down on top of it. 
Press the grass in to get a good bond.

If the grass has a excess black 
edge, trim this off.

ONTO LAWN.

4. Lay out the grass (ensuring each strip 
is the same direction). Overhang the 
lawn into any garden edges - you’ll 
cut these accurately shortly.

3. Measure out the area to work out 
the most efficient laying method 
and where the joins will be.

HINT:

7.

When you’re pinning the grass down, ensure you’re pulling it tight.

Pin the lawn into place with weed mat staples or nails (150mm, galvanised, flat 
head nails). Place them 60mm in from edges and about 200mm apart.

8. Once pinned down, trim the 
grass around the edges/garden 
borders. Ensure you use a strong 
sharp knife.
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HINT:

9. 10.

ARTIFICIAL GRASS

Brush it against the grain to ensure 
the grass strands sit upright to give 
it a plush look.

Now it is complete! See below some images of completed Artificial Landscape Grass installations for your reference.

Use kiln dried sand (tennis sand) 
to weigh the grass down, help the 
strands stay up and give it a better 
feel underfoot. 10-15kg of sand per 
m2 of grass if recommended.

Brush the sand into the grass to 
spread it and get it sitting below 
the surface.

ONTO LAWN.


